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ABSTRACT
We use the StarTrack population synthesis code to discuss potential progenitor models of SN Ia:
single degenerate scenario, semi-detached double white dwarf binary and double degenerate scenario.
Using the most recent calculations of accretion onto white dwarfs, we consider SN Ia explosions of
various white dwarfs in binary systems. We calculate the evolutionary delay times from the zero age
main sequence to the explosion, and verify which scenarios can satisfy the constraints found by Strolger
et al. (2004), i.e. a delay time of 2-4 Gyrs. It is found that the semi-detached double white dwarf binary
model is inconsistent with observations. Only SN Ia progenitors in the double degenerate scenario are
compatible with observations in all tested evolutionary models, with a characteristic delay time of ∼ 3
Gyrs. If double degenerate mergers are excluded as SN Ia progenitors, we find that the single degenerate
scenario may explain the observed delay times for models with low common envelope efficiency. It is
also noted that the delay time distributions within the various tested SN Ia scenarios vary significantly
and potentially can be used as an additional constraint on progenitor models.
Subject headings: binaries: close — stars: evolution — stars: formation — supernovae: general
1. INTRODUCTION
Supernovae Ia are used as precise distance indicators,
and the results of deep supernova searches (Schmidt et
al. 1998; Perlmutter 1999; Riess et al. 2001; Tonry 2003)
have led to the conclusion that the Universe expansion
rate is accelerating. This along with the WMAP results
(Tegmark et al. 2004) provide evidence that the matter
density in the Universe is ΩM ≈ 0.3, and that the cosmo-
logical constant density is ΩΛ ≈ 0.7. These results depend
crucially on the assumption that SN Ia are standard can-
dles. This assumption could be tested if the origins of SN
Ia are recognized. Therefore, any new observational and
theoretical constraints on their progenitors are very useful.
The theoretical search for SN Ia progenitors is usually
carried out with the population synthesis method and it
was pioneered by Tutukov & Yungelson (1981) followed
by the number of other studies (e.g., Iben & Tutukov
1984; Tornambe & Matteucci 1987; Jorgensen et al. 1997;
Yungelson & Livio 2000; Han & Podsiadlowski 2004; Fe-
dorova, Tutukov & Yungelson 2004). There are still many
open problems in the field. As long as it is accepted that
SN Ia are caused by the disruption of a white dwarf, the
specific physical conditions leading to the explosion are
widely discussed. Some important issues concern the white
dwarf mass at which disruption followed by a SN can take
place, accumulation rates on the white dwarf accretors,
the outcome of double white dwarf mergers (SN Ia versus
accretion induced collapse to neutron star) or the recently
discussed issue of effects of rotation on white dwarf fate.
Also, formation rates of different proposed SN Ia progeni-
tors are not well constrained. The fact is that we lack an
understanding of several evolutionary processes involved
in the specific formation scenarios (e.g., common envelope
phase). We refer the reader to several reviews for a de-
tailed discussion on an open issue of SN Ia progenitors
(e.g., Branch et al. 1995; Renzini 1996; Livio 2000).
We consider three basic scenarios for SN Ia progenitors:
single degenerate scenario (SDS, Whelan & Iben 1973;
Nomoto 1982), semi-detached double white dwarf binary
(SWB, Solheim & Yungelson 2004) model and double de-
generate scenario (DDS, Webbink 1984; Iben & Tutukov
1984). In the SDS scenario a white dwarf (WD) accumu-
lates mass from a non-degenerate companion star. Nuclear
reactions are ignited in a WD which has accreted a suffi-
cient layer of material on its surface. At the time of igni-
tion the WD can have a mass below the Chandrasekhar
limit, or the accretion may push it over this limit, and
the ignition takes place when the WD is already unsta-
ble. Binaries consisting of two WDs may lead, under fa-
vorable conditions, to two qualitatively different progeni-
tor SN Ia models. Both models involve WD pairs which
are close enough such that at some point in their evo-
lution, the less-massive (larger) WD overflows its Roche
lobe, initiating the mass transfer phase. The SWB sce-
nario takes place if mass transfer is dynamically stable
and the pair evolves through the AM CVn stage (e.g.,
Nelemans et al. 2001) and the system may produce SN Ia
if (i) the accreting WD is pushed over the Chandrasekhar
limit or (ii) the accreted material is ignited on the WD of
sub-Chandrasekhar mass leading to the edge-on lit deto-
nation. The DDS takes place when the mass transfer is
dynamically unstable and the less massive WD is rapidly
accreted onto the companion WD. If the total mass of the
WDs exceeds the Chandrasekhar limit the accretor either
goes through accretion induced collapse and forms a neu-
tron star or explodes in SN Ia (see Livio 2000 for review).
In this work we assume that DDS results in a SN Ia ex-
plosion, in order to assess the model viability based on the
time delay observations. All of the above scenarios imply
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2an evolutionary time delay between formation of the bi-
nary on the zero age main sequence (ZAMS) and the SN
Ia explosion.
The recent results of the Hubble Higher z Supernova
Search yielded a number of detections with redshifts up to
z = 1.6. This allowed experimental determination of the
delay time between the formation of a star on the ZAMS
and supernova explosion (Strolger et al. 2004). They used
three trial functions describing the delay time distribution:
exponential, wide Gaussian and narrow Gaussian. Using
the exponential function to describe the delay leads to a
lower limit of 2.2-2.6 Gyrs, while the Gaussian fits lead to a
constraint on the delay in the range of 2.4-3.8 Gyrs, or 3.6-
4.6 Gyrs depending on the assumed star formation rate.
In a separate study Gal-Yam & Maoz (2004) constrained
the delay time to be longer than 1.7 Gyr.
In this paper we concentrate on calculation of the evo-
lutionary delay times for different SN Ia progenitors, and
compare them with the observational estimates of Strolger
et al. (2004).
2. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The detailed description of the StarTrack population
synthesis code is presented in Belczynski et al. (2002;
2005, in preparation). In the following we give an overview
of the calculation scheme and summarize the most impor-
tant features of the code.
2.1. Standard model
Each model calculation is started with an instanta-
neous starburst in which 106 binaries are formed and then
evolved through the next 15 Gyrs. The mass of the pri-
mary (the more massive component) is drawn from the
IMF with a three-component slope (−1.3/−2.2/−2.7 with
the exponent changing at 0.5 and 1.0 M⊙; Kroupa & Wei-
dner 2003) within the range 0.8− 20 M⊙. The secondary
mass is taken within the 0.08 − 20 M⊙ range through a
flat mass ratio (secondary/primary) distribution. The dis-
tribution of orbital separations is taken to be flat in the
logarithm (∼ 1/a) and we assume a thermal eccentricity
distribution (2e).
The evolutionary calculations for stars (binary com-
ponents) are based on modified formulae of Hurley et
al. (2000). The modifications, which are described in Bel-
czynski et al. (2002) are not relevant for this study (e.g.,
black hole mass spectrum). For all our presented calcula-
tions we evolve stars with a solar metallicity (Z = 0.02).
Orbits of binary systems are allowed to change due to a
number of physical processes. The recent magnetic brak-
ing law of Ivanova & Taam (2003) is included, with the
saturation for fastest spinning stars. For tidal interac-
tions we use the Hut (1981) equations but we increase the
efficiency of tidal forces by an order of magnitude to re-
cover the cutoff periods for several open clusters (Mathieu
et al. 1992). We use Peters (1964) equations to include
orbital decay due to the emission of gravitational radia-
tion (GR). We also calculate the orbital expansion due
to wind mass loss from binary components (Jeans mode
mass loss). The wind mass loss rates are taken from Hur-
ley et al. (2000), but extended to include winds for low-
and intermediate-mass main sequence stars (Nieuwenhui-
jzen & de Jager 1990).
The StarTrack Roche lobe overflow (RLOF) treatment
involves the detailed calculation of the mass transfer rates
based on radius-mass exponents calculated both for the
donor stars and their Roche lobes. The results of our cal-
culations have been compared to a set of published de-
tailed RLOF sequences (Wellstein, Langer & Braun 2001;
Tauris & Savonije 1999; Dewi & Pols 2003) as well as
to calculations obtained with an updated stellar evolu-
tion code (Ivanova et al. 2003). Our approach to the
mass transfer calculations allows for the possibility of (i)
conservative versus non-conservative RLOF episodes (ii)
thermally driven RLOF versus nuclear/magnetic brak-
ing/gravitational radiation losses driven RLOF and (iii) a
separation of systems as persistent or transient, depending
on whether the donor RLOF mass transfer rate lies below
the critical rate for instability to develop in the accretion
disk (adopted from Dubus et al. 1999 or Menou, Perna
& Hernquist 2002 for different compositions of transferred
material).
For WD, neutron star (NS) and black hole (BH) accre-
tors during dynamically stable RLOF phases the accretion
is limited to Eddington critical rate with the rest of the
transferred material lost from the system with the spe-
cific angular momentum of the accretor. For all the other
accretors, we assume that only half of the transferred ma-
terial is accreted (Meurs & van den Heuvel 1989) and the
rest is lost with the specific binary angular momentum
(Podsiadlowski, Joss & Hsu 1992).
2.2. Common Envelope Phases
Standard Energy Balance Prescription If dynamical in-
stability is encountered the binary may enter a common
envelope (CE) phase. We use the standard energy equa-
tions (Webbink 1984) to calculate the outcome of the CE
phase
αce
(
GMfdonMacc
2Af
−
GM idonMacc
2Ai
)
=
GM idonMdon,env
λRdon,rl
(1)
where, Mdon is the mass of the donor, Macc is the mass
of the accretor, Mdon,env is the mass of the donor’s enve-
lope, Rdon,rl is the Roche lobe radius of the donor, and
the indices i, f denote the initial and final values, respec-
tively. Parameter λ describes the central concentration of
the giant (de Kool 1990; Dewi & Tauris 2000). The right
hand side of equation 1 expresses the binding energy of the
donor’s envelope, the left hand side represents the differ-
ence between the final and initial orbital energy, and αce
is the CE efficiency with which orbital energy is used to
unbind the stellar envelope. If the calculated final binary
orbit is too small to accommodate the two stars then a
merger occurs. In our calculations, we combine αce and λ
into one CE parameter, and for our standard model, we
assume that αce × λ = 1.0. If a compact object spirals in
the common envelope it may accrete significant amounts of
material because of hyper-critical accretion (Blondin 1986;
Chevalier 1993; Brown 1995). We have incorporated the
numerical scheme to include the effects of hyper-critical
accretion on NSs and BHs in our standard CE prescrip-
tion (for details see Belczynski et al. 2002).
Alternative Angular Momentum Prescription In addi-
tion to the standard prescription for the common enve-
3lope evolution based on comparing the binding and or-
bital energies (Webbink 1984) we investigate the alter-
native approach (Nelemans & Tout 2005), based on the
non-conservative mass transfer analysis by Paczynski &
Ziolkowski (1967), with the assumption that the mass loss
reduces the angular momentum in a linear way. This leads
to reduction of the orbital separation
Af
Ai
=
(
1− γ
Mdon,env
M itot
)
Mftot
M itot
(
M idonM
i
acc
MfdonM
f
acc
)2
(2)
whereMdon,env is the mass of the lost envelope,M
i
tot,M
f
tot
are the total masses of the system before and after CE, and
γ is a scaling factor. We use γ = 1.5 following Nelemans
& Tout (2005).
2.3. Mass Accumulation on White Dwarfs
In the following we describe mass accumulation on white
dwarf accretors during dynamically stable RLOF phases.
If mass transfer in a binary system containing a white
dwarf and a non-degenerate companion is dynamically un-
stable, the system goes through a common envelope phase
and we assume that the white dwarf does not accrete any
matter. If dynamical instability is encountered for a bi-
nary with two white dwarfs we assume a merger. If the
total mass of the two merging WDs is higher than 1.4 M⊙
we assume a SN Ia explosion, independent of what type of
WDs are merging. We comment on relaxing that assump-
tion in the last section.
Accretion onto WDs may lead to a number of impor-
tant phenomena, like nova or Type Ia SN explosions or
even to an accretion induced collapse (AIC) of WD to a
NS. In contrast to previous population synthesis studies,
we incorporate the most recent results to estimate the ac-
cumulation efficiencies on WDs, which is crucial for the
formation of SN Ia progenitors. In particular we consider
accretion of matter of various compositions onto different
white dwarf types. We also include the possibility that
neutron star formation can occur via an AIC of a massive
ONeMg white dwarf (Belczynski & Taam 2004a). The
effect of an optically thick wind from the white dwarf sur-
face, which can stabilize the mass transfer in the system at
high mass transfer rates is taken into account (see Kato &
Hachisu 1994; Hachisu, Kato, & Nomoto 1996, 1999). The
accumulation rate of hydrogen-rich and helium-rich matter
is taken from Hachisu et al. (1999) and Kato & Hachisu
(1999) respectively (see also Ivanova & Taam 2004). For
the direct accretion of helium or carbon/oxygen matter
onto the ONeMg white dwarfs we make use of the work of
Kawai, Saio & Nomoto (1987) in determining the evolution
of the accreting white dwarf.
In the last few years several groups have initiated calcu-
lations of the effects of white dwarf rotation and spin-up
due to the accretion (e.g., Piersanti et al. 2003; Uenishi,
Nomoto & Hachisu 2003; Saio & Nomoto 2004; Yoon &
Langer 2005). Some interesting results (obtained with 1-
or 2-D simulations) were presented, e.g. the possibility
of WD reaching super-Chandrasekhar mass, the possibly
easier mass accumulation for SDS progenitors or avoid-
ance of SN explosion through edge-on lit detonation at
sub-Chandrasekhar mass. These results are not yet in-
corporated into our model, but they may have important
consequences on progenitor models if they are confirmed.
Accretion onto Helium white dwarf. If the mass trans-
fer rate M˙don from the H-rich donor is smaller than some
critical value M˙crit1, there are strong nova explosions on
the surface of the accreting WD, and no material is accu-
mulated. The accumulation efficiency ηacu = 0.0, i.e. the
entire transferred material is lost from the binary. If the
M˙don > M˙crit1 then the material piles up on the WD and
leads to an inspiral. For giant-like donors we evolve the
system through CE to see if the system survives; for all
other donors we call it a merger and halt binary evolution.
The critical transfer rate is calculated from:
M˙crit1 = l0M
λ
acc(X ∗Q)
−1 M⊙ yr
−1 (3)
where, Q = 6 × 1018 erg g−1 is an energy yield of Hy-
drogen burning, X is the Hydrogen content of accreted
material, and l0 and λ are coefficients. For Population I
stars (metallicity Z > 0.01) the values are X = 0.7, l0 =
1995262.3, λ = 8, while for Population II stars (Z ≤ 0.01)
we get X = 0.8, l0 = 31622.8, λ = 5 (Ritter 1999, see his
eq. 10,12 and Table 2).
If the mass transfer rate from the He-rich donor is higher
than M˙crit2 = 2 × 10
−8 M⊙ yr
−1 all the material is accu-
mulated (ηacu = 1.0) until the accreted layer of material
ignites in a helium shell flash at which point degeneracy is
broken and a main sequence helium star is formed. Follow-
ing the calculations of Saio & Nomoto (1998) we estimate
the maximum mass of the accreted shell at which flash
occurs:
∆M =
{
−7.8× 104M˙ + 0.13 M˙ < 1.64× 10−6
0(instantaneous flash) M˙ ≥ 1.64× 10−6
(4)
where M˙ is expressed in M⊙ yr
−1.
The newly formed helium star may overfill its Roche
lobe, in which case either a single helium star is formed
(He WD companion), a helium contact binary is formed
(helium main sequence companion) or the system goes
through CE evolution (evolved helium star companion).
For the lower than M˙crit2 transfer rates, accumulation is
also fully efficient (ηacu = 1.0). However, the SN Ia occurs
at the sub-Chandrasekhar mass:
MSNIa = −400M˙don + 1.34 M⊙, (5)
where M˙don is expressed in M⊙ yr
−1. For mass transfer
rates close to M˙crit2, the above extrapolations from the re-
sults of Hashimoto et al. (1986) yield masses smaller than
the current mass of the accretor, and we assume instanta-
neous SN Ia explosion. We do not consider the accumu-
lation of heavier elements since they could only originate
from more massiveWDs (e.g., CO or ONeMgWDs), which
would have smaller radii and could not be donors to lighter
He WDs.
Accretion onto Carbon/Oxygen white dwarf. We adopt
the prescription from Ivanova & Taam (2004). In the
case of H-rich donors for the mass transfer rates lower
than 10−11 M⊙ yr
−1 there are strong nova explosions and
no material is accumulated (ηacu = 0.0). In the range
10−6 < M˙don < 10
−11 M⊙ yr
−1 we interpolate for ηacu
from Prialnik & Kovetz (1995, see their Table 1). For the
4rates higher than 10−6 M⊙ yr
−1 all transferred material
burns into helium (ηacu = 1.0). Additionally we account
for the effects of strong optically thick winds (Hachisu et
al. 1999), which blow away any material transferred over
the critical rate
M˙crit3 = 0.7510
−6(Macc − 0.4) M⊙ yr
−1. (6)
This corresponds to ηacu = M˙crit3/M˙don for M˙don ≥
M˙crit3. The accretor is allowed to increase mass up to
1.4 M⊙, and then explodes in a Chandrasekhar mass SN
Ia. In the case of He-rich donors, if the mass transfer rate
is higher than 1.259 × 10−6 M⊙ yr
−1 helium burning is
stable and contributes to the accretor mass (ηacu = 1.0).
For the rates in the range 5 × 10−8 < M˙don < 1.259 ×
10−6 M⊙ yr
−1 accumulation is calculated from
ηacu = −0.175(lg(M˙don) + 5.35)
2 + 1.05 (7)
and represents the amount of material that is left on the
surface of the accreting WD after the helium shell flash
cycle (Kato & Hachisu 1999). The mass of the CO WD
accretor is allowed to increase up to 1.4 M⊙, and then a
Chandrasekhar mass SN Ia takes place in the two above
He-rich accretion regimes. If mass transfer rates drops
below 5 × 10−8 M⊙ yr
−1, the helium accumulates on top
of the CO WD and once the accumulated mass reaches
0.1 M⊙ (Kato & Hachisu 1999), a detonation follows and
ignites the CO core leading to the disruption of the ac-
cretor in a sub-Chandrasekhar mass SN Ia (e.g., Taam
1980; Garcia-Senz, Bravo & Woosley 1999). If the mass of
the accreting WD has reached 1.4 M⊙ before the accretion
layer has reached 0.1 M⊙ then the accretor explodes in a
Chandrasekhar mass SN Ia. Carbon/Oxygen accumula-
tion takes place without mass loss (ηacu = 1.0) and leads
to SN Ia if Chandrasekhar mass is reached.
Accretion onto Oxygen/Neon/Magnesium white dwarf.
Accumulation onto ONeMg WDs is treated the same way
as for CO WD accretors. The only difference arises when
an accretor reaches Chandrasekhar mass. In the case of
ONeMg WD this leads to an accretion induced collapse
and neutron star formation, and binary evolution contin-
ues (see Belczynski & Taam 2004a; Belczynski & Taam
2004b).
3. RESULTS
3.1. Typical evolution leading to SN Ia
The following examples of evolution leading to the for-
mation of SN Ia progenitors in three different scenarios
were calculated within our standard evolutionary model
(see § 2.1).
DDS Example. The evolution starts with two
intermediate-mass main sequence stars (M1 = 6.0,M2 =
4.5 M⊙) on a rather small (a ∼ 200 R⊙) and eccentric
orbit (e ∼ 0.7). First RLOF begins at ∼ 70 Myrs right
after the primary evolves off the main sequence and is
crossing the Hertzsprung Gap. The orbit has been al-
ready circularized (a ∼ 60 R⊙). The ensuing MT is dy-
namically stable but proceeds on the thermal timescale
of the donor and is characterized by a high transfer rate
(∼ 3× 10−4 M⊙ yr
−1). After the rapid evolution through
the Gap, the donor starts climbing the red giant branch,
where mass transfer continues but at slower rate driven
by the nuclear evolution of donor (∼ 10−7 M⊙ yr
−1).
Mass transfer stops when most of the donor envelope is
exhausted. By this point the system has changed sig-
nificantly; the primary becomes the less massive com-
ponent (M1 = 1.0 M⊙), the secondary is rejuvenated
(M1 = 7.0 M⊙) by accreted material, while the orbit has
expanded (a ∼ 380 R⊙) after mass ratio reversal. The
rest of the primary envelope is lost in a stellar wind dur-
ing core Helium burning and the primary becomes a low-
mass naked helium star. The primary keeps evolving and
at later stages expands and initiates the second RLOF
(88 Myrs since ZAMS) which ends up in the formation of
a CO WD (M1 = 0.9 M⊙) when the primary is stripped
this time of its helium-rich envelope. Then the secondary
evolves off the main sequence and after 93 Myrs since
ZAMS fills its Roche lobe while on the red giant branch.
This leads to CE phase and a helium star (M1 = 1.4 M⊙)
is formed, this time out of the secondary, while the orbit
shrinks significantly (a ∼ 3 R⊙). The secondary evolves
and eventually starts another RLOF, which stops after
about 10 Myrs. The primary CO WD becomes quite mas-
sive (M1 = 1.1) due to accretion while the secondary losses
most of its helium-rich envelope and becomes a CO WD
(M2 = 0.8 M⊙). This is the second mass ratio reversal in
the system; the primary once again is the more massive
binary component. A double CO WD binary, with total
mass exceeding Chandrasekhar mass (M1+M2 = 1.9 M⊙),
is formed on a tight orbit (a = 2.7 R⊙) after about
100 Myrs since binary formation. The following orbital
decay takes ∼ 5 Gyrs leading to the merger of two WDs
and a possible SN Ia explosion.
SWB Example. The evolution starts with two relatively
low-mass main sequence stars (M1 = 1.7,M2 = 1.5 M⊙)
on a wide (a ∼ 1000 R⊙) and highly eccentric orbit
(e ∼ 0.9). After about 2 Gyrs the primary star evolves
off the main sequence and shortly begins climbing up the
red giant branch. The orbit circularizes and in the process
the system becomes tighter (a ∼ 200 R⊙). Eventually
the primary overfills its Roche lobe, leading to a first CE
phase. The primary losses its entire envelope and becomes
a He WD (M1 = 0.4 M⊙), and the orbit contracts farther
(a ∼ 10 R⊙). The secondary follows the same path as
the primary – it evolves off the main sequence (in 3 Gyrs
since ZAMS), becomes a red giant, overfills its Roche lobe
and forms a second He WD (M2 = 0.2 M⊙) in a second
CE event (orbit contracts to a ∼ 0.08 R⊙). The most
recently formed (and lower mass) WD must be close to
filling its Roche lobe so the gravitational radiation and as-
sociated orbital decay brings the system to contact within
a Hubble time. At first RLOF proceeds with a high (but
dynamically stable) mass transfer rate (∼ 10−6 M⊙ yr
−1)
but soon it drops down (∼ 10−8 M⊙ yr
−1) to the regime
when the material can accumulate on the primary leading
to the final explosion and disruption of the primary WD.
At the moment of explosion, the primary WD has accreted
about 0.1 M⊙ and exploded at sub-Chandrasekhar mass
(M1 = 0.5 M⊙).
SDS Example. The evolution starts with two
intermediate-mass main sequence stars (M1 = 4.5,M2 =
3.4 M⊙) on a very wide (a ∼ 4400 R⊙) and highly eccen-
tric orbit (e ∼ 0.8). The primary evolves all the way to
5the late asymptotic giant branch before filling its Roche
lobe. The orbit circularizes before contact is reached
(a ∼ 1500 R⊙). The RLOF leads to first CE phase, or-
bital contraction (a ∼ 60 R⊙) and formation of a CO WD
(M1 = 0.9 M⊙) at ∼ 160 Myrs since ZAMS. The sec-
ondary takes another ∼ 100 Myrs to evolve off the main
sequence. This time due to the smaller orbit size, the
Roche lobe is encountered when the donor (secondary)
is on the red giant branch. The second CE phase en-
sues, leading to further orbital contraction (a ∼ 0.5 R⊙),
and the exposed core of the secondary (which is non-
degenerate) forms a naked helium main sequence star
(M2 = 0.5 M⊙). The orbit slowly decays owing to the tidal
spin up of the secondary, and finally after synchronization
is reached the third RLOF is encountered when the He-
lium star exceeds its Roche lobe (a ∼ 0.4 R⊙) 275 Myrs
since ZAMS. This time mass transfer is dynamically stable
(∼ 10−8 M⊙ yr
−1), and helium-rich material is transferred
and accumulated on the CO WD primary. After about 5
Myrs of accretion the layer accumulated on the WD ex-
plodes leading to primary (M1 = 1.0 M⊙) disruption in
sub-Chandrasekhar SN Ia.
3.2. Delay Times
The delay times can be contributed to three major pro-
cesses: (i) evolution of stars to form two WDs (DDS,
SWB), or to form a WD in RLOF system with non-
degenerate companion (SDS); (ii) orbital decay (GR) to
bring a system to contact after formation of WD-WD bi-
nary (DDS, SWB); (iii) accumulation of sufficient amount
of material on the WD surface to initiate SN Ia explosion
(SWB, SDS).
The first contribution (i) is set by the mass of the
secondary star, since the evolution time depends very
strongly on initial mass and is longer for lower mass stars.
These times are on average: 0.1 Gyr (DDS, secondaries
∼ 3−8 M⊙), 0.4−12 Gyr (SWB, secondaries∼ 1−3 M⊙),
and ∼ 0.5 Gyr (SDS, secondaries ∼ 2− 4 M⊙).
The second contribution (ii) is set by the GR timescale
for a given system, which depends very strongly on the
orbital separation of two WDs. The orbital separation
in turn is basically set by the CE efficiency. The major-
ity of SN Ia progenitors evolve through one or two CE
phases. The only significant changes to orbital separation
are encountered during these phases (orbital contractions
by factors of 10-100). Therefore, this part of delay is set
by the CE efficiency and it may vary over a wide range,
basically from zero to a Hubble time.
The third contribution (iii) is set by the accumulation
efficiencies described in § 2.3. For a given type of system,
we expect a specific mass transfer rate and a corresponding
accumulation rate which sets the time of SN Ia explosion.
The efficient accumulation happens only in a given mass
transfer range, and this part of the delay is easily pre-
dicted. On average these times are around one Myr for
SWB and several Myrs for SDS progenitors.
Summarizing, we see that for DDS progenitors the delay
time is set basically by the GR orbital decay, for SWB sys-
tems both GR and evolutionary effects play an important
role, while for SDS systems the major contribution comes
from evolutionary times. In general, the time needed for
the accumulation on the WD surface does not play a sig-
nificant role.
3.3. Statistics
It may be inferred from the evolutionary histories of SN
Ia progenitors that the CE efficiency is a major factor in-
fluencing the SN Ia delay times. Almost all progenitors
evolve through at least one CE phase. The CE phase ba-
sically sets the timescale for GR orbital decay of DDS and
SWB systems. For SDS systems the CE orbit contraction
sets the initial conditions for a RLOF phase with corre-
sponding mass transfer rate, which if falls into a specific
regime, may lead a system to SN Ia explosion. Unfortu-
nately, the CE phase is not well constrained, therefore we
will perform the calculation of the delay times with differ-
ent CE efficiencies and treatments.
Standard Model. It is found that within the SDS, ex-
ploding WDs are: mainly CO WDs (82%) and a smaller
number of He WDs (11%), ONeMg WDs (4%) and hybrid
(CO core/He envelope) WDs (3%) with various types of
donors. In the SWB progenitor group the systems are:
double He WD binaries (77%), CO WD – hybrid WD sys-
tems (21%), with the rest being different combinations of
He, CO, hybrid and ONeMg WDs. Within the DDS class
we find that most of the SN Ia progenitors are CO-CO
WDs (88%), and the rest are binaries hosting one or two
ONeMg WDs (12%). The relative numbers of potential
SN Ia progenitors are: 13% (SDS), 49% (SWB) and 38%
(DDS). We note that DDS progenitors constitute the most
uniform group among three progenitor classes.
Alternative CE Models. In the models with decreased
CE efficiency we note a decrease in the number of poten-
tial SN Ia progenitors by factors of 3 and 6, corresponding
to models with αλ = 0.3 and γ = 1.5, respectively. This is
expected since many potential progenitors evolve through
a CE phase, and will not survive this phase if the effi-
ciency is smaller than in our standard model. However, as
argued by Nelemans & Tout (2005), the decreased CE effi-
ciency may be needed to explain the observed population
of double WDs. We also note that for these models DDS
is more efficient in producing SN Ia progenitors (70%) as
compared to the combined SDS and SWB classes (30%).
In all models DDS progenitors (by definition) explode
at Chandrasekhar mass. It is found in all calcula-
tions that progenitors in the SWB class explode at sub-
Chandrasekhar mass. For the SDS scenario in the stan-
dard model and the model with αλ = 0.3 it is found
that only a small fraction of WDs (6%) explode at Chan-
drasekhar mass with the majority of systems (94%) ex-
ploding at sub-Chandrasekhar mass. Only for the model
with the alternative CE prescription with γ = 1.5 will the
fraction of SDS progenitors exploding at Chandrasekhar
mass become significant (37%).
3.4. Delay time distributions
For each scenario leading to a potential formation of a
SN Ia we note the time T between the formation of the bi-
nary system on ZAMS and the explosion. This gives us a
distribution of time delays. Ideally we would wish to com-
pare such a distribution with the observed one. However,
observations provide us with one characteristic property of
the delay distribution, i.e. the typical delay time. Thus for
each distribution we obtain, we calculate two timescales:
the mean tav and the median t50 and use them for com-
parison. In order to better characterize the distributions
6we also calculate the 25% and 75% quantiles of the dis-
tribution: t25, and t75. We assume that the characteristic
timescale of a given model lies somewhere between tav and
t50. We list these characteristic times in Table 1.
We present the distribution of delay times within the
standard model in the left panel of Figure 1. In the case
of SDS the distribution peaks between 0.4 and 0.8 Gyr,
and has a weak tail extending to later times. The typi-
cal systems in this group consist of a CO WD accreting
either from a He main sequence star or hybrid WD, orig-
inating from binaries with intermediate mass components
(Mzams ∼ 2− 4 M⊙).
In the case of the SWB the distribution is bimodal. The
long delay time peak (∼ 10 Gyrs) corresponds to a major-
ity of systems in SWB class: He WD - He WD binaries
(77%, see § 3.3), while the short delay time peak (∼ 0.5
Gyrs) corresponds to COWD - hybrid WD systems (21%).
The double He WDs descend from the low mass stars (sec-
ondaries∼ 1 M⊙) and therefore the long evolutionary time
adds up to the overall delay time (see § 3.2). The CO WD
- hybrid WD progenitors descend from more massive stars
(secondaries ∼ 3 M⊙) and the evolutionary time does not
contribute significantly for the overall delay time. The
truncation at long times is artificial, as we are not consid-
ering the evolution beyond the Hubble time.
The distribution of lifetimes in the case of DDS is nearly
flat in TdN/dT , and stretches from about 0.2 Gyr to the
Hubble time. This distribution is similar to the one ob-
tained by e.g. Jorgensen et al. (1997) and Yungelson &
Livio (2000).
In the top rows of Table 1 we show the characteristic
times for the standard model. In the case of the SDS both
the average and the mean delay time are below 1 Gyr. For
the SWB model the typical timescales are dominated by
the late end of the distribution and are above 7 Gyrs. In
the case of the DDS the average and the median delay time
are in the 1.8-3.2 Gyr range. Comparison of these times
with the delay times found by Strolger et al. (2004) argues
strongly for the DDS as progenitors of SN Ia.
Table 1 also contains the characteristic delay times for
the two alternative models we have considered, and we
present these distributions in the middle and right panel
of Figure 1. In the model with αλ = 0.3 the situation is
similar to the standard model described above. The typi-
cal delay times in the SDS case of 0.7-1.8 Gyr are smaller
than the Strolger et al. (2004) result, while in the SWB
case these times are much higher. On the other hand the
delay times in the DDS case of 2.9-4.3 Gyr are again in
agreement with Strolger et al. (2004).
The results of the calculations with the alternative de-
scription of the CE phase (γ = 1.5) are shown in the right
panel of Figure 1 and the bottom rows of Table 1. In this
case the characteristic times in each scenario (SDS, SWB,
DDS) are consistent with the range 2-4 Gyrs of Strolger
et al. (2004). We note however that in the case of SWB
the delay time distribution is bimodal and has a minimum
just in the range of 2-7 Gyrs. We note that the SDS model
can be tuned with a proper treatment of the CE phase to
agree with the Strolger et al. (2004) timescale. On the
other hand the delay time distribution in the DDS model
is consistent with the 2-4 Gyrs range irrespective of the
CE phase description.
4. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
We have calculated the distributions of delay times be-
tween a burst of star formation and supernovae type Ia
explosions with the use of the StarTrack population syn-
thesis code. We have considered three different models
of the CE evolution, characterized by two values of αλ
and γ. We find that the distribution of delay times in
the DDS scenario is approximately flat in TdN/dT , while
for the case of SDS and SWB models it can be bimodal.
We characterized the shape of these distributions by the
average and the median, and compare these times with
the typical delay range of 2-4 Gyr found by Strolger et al.
(2004). The characteristic values describing the distribu-
tion of delay times in the DDS are consistent with the 2-4
Gyr value in each of the three evolutionary models. In the
case of SDS we find that one can tune the CE description
such that the average and median of the delay time distri-
bution fits in the 2-4 Gyrs range. The typical delay times
in the SWB SN Ia progenitor class are above 7 Gyr except
for the γ = 1.5 model. However, in this case the delay
time distribution is bimodal and has a minimum for the
values corresponding to the average or the median.
The estimated long delay times were noted to favor the
DDS over SDS SN Ia progenitor model by Gal-Yam &
Maoz (2004), who used Yungelson & Livio (2000) results
showing rather long delay times for the DDS model, as op-
posed to shorter delay times for SDS progenitors. On the
contrary, Dahlen et al. (2004) noted that the long delay
times give support to SDS SN Ia progenitor model, but
the statement was not backed up with any arguments or
calculations. Our results show that in general DDS delay
times are longer than for SDS progenitors (see Table 1).
However, we find that for the model with the alternative
CE treatment the SDS delay times are as long as DDS
times, and are consistent with observations.
It was also noted (e.g., Hoflich et al. 1996; Nugent et al.
1997) that observed properties of SN Ia favor explosion of
WD at Chandrasekhar mass, while the sub-Chandrasekhar
mass models do not explain even subluminous, red SN Ia.
As described in § 3.3 only for the DDS scenario do we ex-
pect Chandrasekhar mass SN Ia in all models. All SWB
systems explode at sub-Chandrasekhar mass. The ma-
jority of SDS systems explode also at sub-Chandrasekhar
mass (standard and αλ = 0.3 models) and only for the
model with the alternative CE treatment (with γ = 1.5)
it is found that a significant fraction of SDS progenitors
explode at Chandrasekhar mass. Therefore, the mass of
an exploding WD points toward the DDS scenario, with
the possibility that the SDS scenario may provide possible
Chandrasekhar mass progenitors in the model with γ = 1.5
CE treatment. The SWB scenario is basically excluded as
the potential SN Ia progenitor.
We conclude that the DDS is the preferred progenitor
type of SN Ia based on the comparison of the delay dis-
tribution times with the observational analysis by Strolger
et al. (2004). Our calculations show that within the DDS
scenario the SN Ia progenitor population consists mainly
of CO-CO WD binaries, hence the uniform properties of
SN Ia are a natural result. Finally, it is now known that
such systems exist since Napiwotzki et al. (2004) found
a double degenerate system with a total mass exceeding
the Chandrasekhar mass and a 4 Gyr merger time. How-
7ever, we note that the recent calculations (e.g., Timmes,
Woosley & Taam 1994; Saio & Nomoto 1998) may indi-
cate that massive WD mergers would lead to accretion
induced collapse rather than to SN Ia. If this is the case,
then our results for SDS SN Ia progenitors could be shown
to be consistent with the delay time observations, pro-
vided that the CE efficiency is rather low. There may
be also some observational evidence supporting SDS pro-
genitor model. Ruiz-Lapuente et al. (2004) have searched
for possible companions to Tycho Brahe’s 1572 supernova,
and concluded that the most probable companion was a
G star. Also, Hamuy et al. (2003) observed SN 2002ic
and reported strong hydrogen emission from circumstellar
material, and interpreted it in context of the companion
star being an asymptotic giant star which has created a
bubble of H-rich material around the progenitor through
stellar wind mass loss. However, this interpretation was
countered by Livio & Riess (2003) who presented the pic-
ture in which a DDS progenitor can also account for the
H-rich circumstellar material. The H-rich gas would orig-
inate from a common envelope phase which would result
in the merging of a white dwarf and the degenerate core of
the companion followed by a supernova. Also the results
indicating that massive WD mergers lead to an accretion
induced collapse, may now be opposed with the calcula-
tions including rapid WD rotation (e.g., Piersanti et al.
2003). The rotation stabilizes the accretion and the mas-
sive merger may actually lead to SN Ia, lending support to
the DDS scenario. It is also possible that SN Ia originate
from various progenitor classes, and further observations
are needed to resolve the issue and guide theoretical stud-
ies.
The shape of the delay time distribution is different
for the three progenitor scenarios (see Fig 1). The dif-
ferent shapes could be tested against observations in or-
der to get better constraints on progenitor classes, e.g.
dN/dT ∝ T−1 for DDS. We note that in order to assess
the viability of the SDS or SWB one should attempt to
model the supernova survey results with a bimodal distri-
bution of delay times.
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8Table 1
SN Ia Delay Times [Gyr]
αλ = 1.0 tav t25 t50 t75
SDS 0.85 0.32 0.43 0.62
SWB 7.60 3.78 8.21 11.5
DDS 3.30 0.60 1.76 4.70
αλ = 0.3
SDS 1.89 0.12 0.73 3.10
SWB 10.5 10.6 12.6 13.8
DDS 4.39 0.65 2.92 7.57
γ = 1.5
SDS 2.90 0.83 2.61 3.85
SWB 4.57 0.73 1.10 10.6
DDS 3.06 0.34 1.18 4.71
9Fig. 1.— The distribution of SN Ia delay times since the burst of star formation. The left panel shows the results of
our standard model calculation (αλ = 1.0), the middle panel corresponds to evolution with the decreased CE efficiency
(αλ = 0.3), while in the right panel we present results for alternative CE description (γ = 1.5). The three different
classes of SN Ia progenitors are shown on each panel: single degenerate scenario (top), semi-detached double WD binaries
(middle) and double degenerate scenario (bottom). The distributions are normalized to the sum of all SN Ia progenitors
(SDS+SWB+DDS) in the model. The data are binned in the intervals with the width of 0.1 in log(T/yr).
